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ABSTRACT. A consolidation theory is d eveloped for an age-ha rdened snow under uniaxial stress in the 
p o rosi ty range of 35 to 55 per cent by considering one mechanism, viz. viscous flow of interparticle bonds. 
Fo r a uniaxia l stress a, the differential equation fo r porosity n in terms of time t is shown to be 

dn van 
( I - n) di = - 7]( I - an) 

w here a and v a re st ruc tural pa rameters a nd 7] is the coefficient of v iscosity of ice. Co mpa ri son of this equation 
a nd the integrated form with existing d a ta predicts consistent a nd reasonable va lues for a. The pred ic ted 
values of 7]/v range from 10-' to 10' times the published values fo r 7] , which may indicate that v, a nd hence 
the consolidation rate, is g reatly affected by the diagenetic history of the snow and the conditions of experi
m enta tion . 

R EsUME. Ulle tluforie de la consolidation de la neige. Une theorie de la consolidation d e la ncige durc ie avec 
i'age, soumise a une contra inte non-axia le e t dont la porosite s'echelonne de 35 a 55 %, a ete developpee 
en considerant un mecanisme unique, la fluidite du ciment inte rpart icula ire. Pour une contrainte uniaxiale 
a, I'equat ion differentie lle de la poros ite n en fonction du temps t sera: 

dn van 
( I - 11) dt = - 7] ( 1 - an) 

dans laq uelle a et v sont des parametres re la tifs a la structure, e t 7] es t le coeffi cien t d e v iscos ite de la g lace. 
Si I'on compare ce tte equation et la form e integree avcc les d onnees conn ucs, on p eu t p revoir des va le lIl's d e 
logiq ues e t ra isonnables d e a. Les valeurs erablies de 7] /v s'echeJo nnent de 10- ' a 10' fo is les va leurs publiees 
d e 7] , ce qui vo uch'ail dire que v, et par la le laux dc consolida tion, est gra ndement a ffecte par l' evolution 
d iagenetique de la nc ige e t les condit ions de I'experience. 

Z USA'lMENFASSUNG . Eille Theorie der VClfestigll llg von Schnee. E ntwickelt wi rd eine V erfcstigungsthcorie fur 
a ltersgeha rteten Schnee unter einachsigcm Druck im Porosita tsbe rcich von 35 bis 55 % unter Bcrucksich t i
gung nur eines mechan ischen Vorganges, namlich dcs viskosen Flusses von Bindemitte ln der T eilchcn . A ls 
Diffe rentialg leichung fur die Porositat n a ls Funktion der Z e it t bei einachsigem Druck a ergibt si ch : 

dll van 
( I - n) dt 7] ( I - an) 

wobei a und v strukture lle Parameter sind und 7] der KoeHl z ient der Viskositat von E is ist. Ein Vergleich 
diese r G leichung und ihre r in tegrierten Fo rm mit bekannten ' '''erten crgibt folger ichtige und annehmba re 
vVerte flir a. Die be rechneten Werte von 7] /v weichen vom 10- ' - bis IO ' -fachen von d en bekann ten W erten 
fur 7] ab, woraus man schli essen ka nn , dass v und damit auch d as T empo der Verfes tigung weitgchend van 
d er diagenetischen Vorgeschichte des Schnees und von den V ersll chsbedingungen abh a ng t. 

I NTROD UCTION 

Previous work on the deformation and consolidation of snow has concentrated on the 
macroscopic rheological behavior and has resulted in the introduction of macroscopic 
rheological parameters that are snow-type, temperature and density dependent. 

Extensive experimental work has been done to investigate small d eformations under 
low-stress conditions. Landauer (1955[bJ ) and Ramseier and Pavlak ( 1964) empirically 
expressed the time-dependent component of the deformation , for a given constant stress, as a 
simple power law in terms of time. Other researchers (including Ramseier and Pavlak) 
compared experimental results with the equations of certain rheological models: Bucher 
(1948) discussed the use of the Maxwell model ; and de Quervain (1946) , Yosida and others 
(1956) and Ramseier and Pavlak (1964) employed the Maxwell-Voigt model. It was found 
that the power law and the rheological equations agreed quite well with experimental data ; 
however , these investigators showed that the macroscopic elasticity and viscosity coefficients 
as well as the experimental parameters in the power law are definite functions of at least 
temperature and density. Application of these equations to a consolidation process in which 
there is a significant density change necessitates knowing the functions relating the viscosity 
coefficient or the parameters in the power law to density and temperature. 
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The following investigators have advanced simple, yet very different, empirical equations 
for the macroscopic coefficient of viscosity of snow as a function of density: Landauer (I 955[b] ), 
Kojima (1956, 1957, 1958), Bader (1963), and M ellor and Hendrickson (1965). 

Examining recent densification theories one finds that Costes (1963) circumvented the 
problem of an explicit viscosity- density- temperature relationship by developing a rather 
complicated empirical equation, involving several parameters, for the rate of densification. 
Bader (1963) used the empirical viscosity- density equation of Kojima, and modified it by 
arbitrarily introducing a function which satisfied certain boundary conditions. Kojima (1964) 
showed that Bader's modified equation was a pproximately of the same form as his original 
equation for a large density range, and proceeded to use the original in the analysis of his 
densification studies in the Antarctic. 

In order to gain further insight into the process of snow consolidation and to allow formu
lation of a theoretical equation describing the density-dependent viscous behavior of snow, 
it is suggested that the theory should originate on the microscopic level by considering the 
actual phenomena occurring in the grains and grain bonds. 

In this way the properties and behavior of ice are immediately incorporated in to the 
theory. By considering the snow mass to be composed of a finite number of ice particles joined 
together by a finite number of ice bonds one can introduce param eters related to grain and 
pore-space geom etry. Then introducing the m acroscopic variable porosity, which is a measure 
of the mass of ice in an elemental volume, the density dependence is incorpora ted and a 
transition to the phenomenalistic level of interest is achieved. 

CONSOLIDATION THEORY 

The theory of consolidation is developed for a laterally confined cylindrical snow mass 
subjected to an axial load. The lateral stresses which develop are considered negligible. * 
Shear components of this axia l force in the grain bonds produce a viscous flow of the ice 
composing the bonds, and pore space is decreased by the relative movement of the individual 
snow particles as they slide along intergranular bounda ries into a closer configuration. 
Consolidation is considered to proceed with little change in the shape and size of the snow 
grains until the closest possible arrangement of the particles is reached. This closest con
figuration corresponds to a bulk porosity somewhere in the range of 36 to 43 per cent (Benson, 
1962) and further consolidation can only continue by mutual intrusion of the pa rticles, which 
results in a m a rked transition in the rate of consolidation . 

It is assumed that the given snow mass is statistically homogeneous, and contains a large 
number of particles joined together by k bonds. The total volume of the voids, Vv , in the mass 
is imagined to be partitioned into k equal volume elements with a common dimension, r, 
l. e. the elemental volume is represented by 

Vv 
- = exr3 
k 

(I) 

where the proportionality constant ex may be considered to be a volume shape factor. 
Let 8Ei denote the small sh ear strains which occur in the bonds when Vv is d ecreased by a 

small amount 8Vv _ It is assumed that there exist k geometrical parameters Ai which enable 
one to approximate the change in the geometrically complicated pore volume as 

k 

-8Vv = ~ exr3Ai8Ei, (2) 
i = I 

then from equations ( I) and (2) the unit change in pore volume is 
-8Vv k 

Vv k i ~I Ai8Ei_ 

• Landauer (1958) showed that lateral stresses are small for a confined specimen under uniaxial strain_ 
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It has been found experimentally that the rheological behavior of ice is simple Newtonian 
at low stresses, i.e. the relationship between shear stress and strain-rate is linear. J ellinek and 
Bri ll (1956) report this linearity to exist for the stress range of 3 . 4 X 105 to '2 . 3 X 106 dyn. jcm. 2 

and Butkovich and Landauer (1960) found the linear relationship in the stress range of 
approximately 104 to 105 dyn. jcm.2

• In this paper the forces of consolidation are considered 
small enough that the grain bond in the snow mass ,,,,ill exhibit this linear Newtonian behavior. 

L et T i represent the shearing stresses acting in th e grain bonds which produce the strains 
13Ei in time 13t. Then 

T i 13 t 
13Ei = - 

T} 

where T} is the coefficient of viscosity for ice. Equation (3) becomes, 

-13Vy 13t k 
-- - - ~ .\iTi. (4) 

Vy T}k i = 1 

For the confined snow mass let P be the axial force and define a surface S, in general 
perpendicular to P, which intersects only grain bonds in the planes of T i . Defining the number 
of bonds intersected by S to be t, the area of each bond cross-section to be Ai, and the a ngle 
between the normal to Ai and the direction of P to be e'l, and ass uming that the vertical 

k 

force on Ai is PA i cos e i ! 2: Ai cos ei, then 
i = I 

P cos e1 sin ei 
Ti = I 

2: Ai cos ei 
i = I 

It is now assumed that the " two-dimensional porosity" of the surface S proj ected on a plane 
perpendicular to P is identical with the effective porosity, nr, of a potential fai lure surface 
as is defined by Ba llard and McGaw (1965) ' If A is the right cross-sectional area of the mass 
then 

i = I 

nr = ---A-,-- --

and 

T i = 
I - nr (5) 

where a is the axial external stress P jA. Substituting equation (5) in (4) 

- 13Vv a k 
--- - ~ Ai sin ei cos ei . 

Vy 13t "., ( r-nr)k i = 1 

Allowing ot to approach zero 

-dVv a k 
- - ~ Ai sin ei cos ei . 
Vvdt - T} ( l -nr)k i = 1 

(6) 

If V represents the bulk volume of the snow mass with bulk porosity n, then the insignificant 
compressibility of ice allows the substitution of dV for dVv, n V for Vv and dn j( I - n) for <lVj V. 
Substituting these relationships in equation (6) 

( r - nr)dn - a k • 
--;----;- - = - ~ Ai sm ei cos ei. (7) 
n( l - n)dt ".,k 1 = 1 

k 

The dependence of nr and': ~ Ai sin ei cos ei on n will now be discussed . According to 
k i = 1 

Ballard and McGaw ( r965) nf for an age-hardened snow can be represented by an where a 
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is the reciprocal of the limiting porosity n1. In the summation k increases as consolidation 
progresses and the quantities Ai and ()i will in general change as n decreases; however, if the 
separate distributions of the values of Ai and ()i are invariant with porosity for k infinite , 

k 

then when k is large': L: Ai sin ()i cos () i will not change appreciably with porosity. 
k i ~ I 

There is very little evidence in the literature to substantiate the invariance of the distribu
tions of ()i and Ai. Certainly a porosity-dependent distribution of ()i would require a preferred 
orientation of the bonds in a naturally consolidating snow mass, a condition which to date 
has not been observed. The exact physical significance of the geometrical parameters Ai is not 
yet clearly visualized; however, if the geometry of pore space remains similar for some range 
of n as n decreases, then it seems reasonable to assume that the distribution of the values of 

k 

Ai is independent of n for this range of n. Replacing L: Ai sin () 'i cos () d k by a constant v and 
i = I 

nf by an in equation (7) produces the equation 

( I - an) dn 
--- -
n( I - n) dt 

which is now restricted to age-hardened snow. 

va 

Representing the height of the snow mass by z, then since 

dn I dz 
( I - n) dt =z dt 

equation (8) may be rewritten as 

I dz - v ( n ) -- - - --- a 
zdt - YJ I - an 

to give the expression for the rate of consolidation. 

THE COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

The term ~ C --:an) in equation (10) is the macroscopIc coefficient of compressive vis

cosity for the conditions specified in the development: the confining stresses are negligible ; 
the macroscopic stress condition is uniaxial; and the porosity is such that consolidation can 
occur through particle rearrangement, but is less than I la. Denoting this macroscopic 
coefficient of compressive viscosity as YJc, then 

YJc = ~c--:an). ( 11 ) 

The dependence of YJc on temperature, snow-type, and porosity is immediately apparent: 
temperature dependence is inherent in the temperature-dependent coefficient of viscosity for 
ice, YJ, and variation with different snow-types is introduced by the parameters v and a. 

Equation (I I) was compared with the viscosity data of MelIor and Hendrickson (1965) 
from confined creep tests at "Byrd" station, Antarctica. The porosity range of these data, 
0·35 < n < 0·55, is within the range of applicability. Making the substitution 

I X= --a 
n 

reduces equation ( I 1) to a linearized equation through the origin, 

YJ YJc=-x. 
v 
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A series of regression analyses of TJc on X for I' 70 ~ a ~ I . 80 in increments of o· 01 
showed a maximum correlation coefficient of o· 940 for an a of I' 78. The reciprocal of this 
value of a predicts a limiting porosity, nI , of o · 561, which agrees very well with the values 
found by Ballard and McGaw. The corresponding value of the slope, "fJ III, was I ' 23 X 10'5 
poise. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the theoretical equation developed here with the 
empirical equation of MelIor and Hendrickson for their "Byrd" station data. 

Haefeli (1939) showed that the effect of lateral confinement is small for unit deformations 
up to several per cent; hence equation ( I I) should be applicable to unconfined consolidation 
for small deformations. From viscosity experiments (unconfined case) Landauer ( I955[a] , 
p. 24- 26) found that the compressive viscosity of snow varied as exp ( -4'4e), where e is the 
void ratio. From equation (I I ) 

I - e(a- I ) 
TJc oc = f (e) . 

e 

20r------.r------,-------r------, 

>-
f-
in 
0'0 u 
~ 
> 
w 
> 
in 
en 5 
w 
0:: 
Cl. 
:I 
o 
u 

o 

(]" < 4.78 . 10' d yn.s/c m~ 

T <-23 ° C 

~L.35~----~----~~----~~----~ 

Fig. 1. Comparison rif theoretical compressive viscosi£v 1}c = ~ (1 ~an) , for a = [. 78, with empirical relationship, 

(l- n) 3'OJ 
1}c = 2· 27 X 10" - n- for " Byrd" statioll data (Melior and Helldrickson, [965) 

The functionf(e) is well represented by an equation of the form exp (-4' 4e) for a = 1·82 
(or nl = o' 566) in the porosity range of 38 to 53 per cent (Fig. 2) . 

Equation ( I I) is also compared in Figure 3 with the experimentally determined viscosity 
curve of Ramseier and Pavlak (1964) and the empirical relationship of Kojima (1964), 
TJcoc exp [20 ( 1 - n)] which was derived from depth- density data. In general dTJc ldn for the 
theoretical curve is inconsistent with the slopes of these other curves. 

POROSITy- TIME RELATIONSHIP 

Equation (8) can be integrated for a constant value of a to give 

( 14) 

where Ilo is the value of n at t = o. Figure 4 is a graph of equation (14) in units of valTJ for 
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o. 

-...::::: 

0 .2 EMPIRICAL J -....;;::;:-......::::: 
0 .1 

f (e') 

0.01 

0.0010L.
6
- - -...L---,.L---':-- ----,J-::-----:L----:-";:-- -;-!1.3 

Fig, 2, Comparison oJ theoretical compressive viscosity 1)e ex f (e) = I - e(a- I), for a = I' 82, with empirical relationship, 
e 

1)e ex: exp (- 4 ' 4 e) of Landauer (I955[a] ) 

a = l' 8 and no = 0' 555, To investigate the validity of equation (14) porosity-time data 
may be analyzed statistically by using the linearized form 

r = MX+ B (15) 
where 

r = ~ In (I -n) X = ..: In (~) B = -vcr M = _1_, 
t I - no ' t n ' 7J (a- r)' a - I 

Data from a D,S, Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory Research Report in 
preparation by Ballard and Feldt were analyzed according to equation (IS) by regressing r 
on X, The results are summarized in Table I and a typical example is shown in Figure 5, 
Ballard and Feldt reported data for a large series of tests, but only the data for the lower 
axial loads appeared to be explained by equation (14) , 

T ABLE 1. SUMMATION OF R EGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POROSITy- TIME DATA ACCORDING TO EQUATION (15) 

T a M B Correlation I "I /V 
o C, dyne/cm.' X 10- 4 sec' X 10S coefficient - = nl poise X 10- " a 

- 3'3 o 'g8 1'35 1,62 0 ' 9989 0'575 0,82 
l ' g6 1'26 3'79 0'9997 0'557 0 , 65 

- 6'7 o'g8 1'3 1 0,82 o'9986 0 ' 567 1'56 
I 'g6 I ' 27 2, IO 0 ' 999° 0'559 I'Ig 
4 ' go 1' 23 6'47 o'9998 0'551 o'93 

- 10 o ' g8 1'50 2 ,8g 0 ' 9994 0 ,601 0'5 1 
I ' g6 1'23 0' 13 0'9993 0'55 1 18, I 
4 ' go 1' 24 0 ' 78 o ' 9999 0'554 7'79 
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Fig. 3. Comparisoll of the theoretical compressive viscosity "le = ~ (I ~a!! ), for a = I · 8, with the exjmimentally determilled 

viscosity curve of Ramseier and Pavlak ( I964) and the empirical relationship of Kojima ([964) "le ex: exp[2o( l - n)] 

Fig . 4. 
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The consistently high correlation coefficients and the narrow range of values of the 
limiting porosity with a mean of o' 564 support the validity of equation (14), Values of 'YJ /v 
are plotted against the reciprocal of absolute temperature in Figure 6 . An Arrhenius-type 
relationship for an activation energy of 16 kcal. /mole appears to fit the data very well. This 
agrees with Jellinek and Brill (1956), who found that the variation of the coefficient of 
viscosity of polycrystalline ice with temperature predicted an activation energy for creep of 
16· I kcal. /mole. It therefore appears that v is indeed constant for the particular type of snow 
used by Ballard and Feldt. 

. 
o 

"'le· , I 

~ 

IOr--'---~---r--'---r--'---.~ 

IT' 4.9 llO' dynes/cm~ 
T • -Io·e 

8 

Fig. 5. Linearized time--porosity equation compared with data/ram a U.S. Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 
Report in preparation by Ballard and Feldt 

UNIT DEFORMATION 

Representing the height of the snow mass at time t = 0 and t by zo and zo--Ll z respectively, 
and making the substitutions 

I -no Z 

I -n zo 
and 

no no(I -Llz/Zo) 
n no-Llz/zo ' 

then equation (14) may be written in terms of the unit deformation Llz/zo as 

In [no(I - Ll z/zo)a] = vu t. 
no - Llz/zo 'YJ 

( 16) 

Equation 16 was ch ecked against the creep curves given by Landau er (I 955[b]). Choosing 
a = 1·80 (a value which is consistent with previous predictions) and using no = o ' 542 
(Landauer's initial porosity), a logarithmic plot was made in Figure 7 of the left side of 
equation (16), designated as F(Llz/zo), against Ll z/zo. Landauer's creep curves (Landauer, 
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0 ______ 

o 

3.82 

Fig. 6. Arrhenills-type relationship for an activation energy of 16 kcal./mole compared with data of Ballard and Feldt 

1955[b], fig. 6, p . 7) can be represented by an equation of the form t = b(,1 z/zo)I '25 where 
b varies with u. This empirical relationship is a very good approximation to equation ( 16) 
in the range o· 00 I < ,1 Z/ Zo < o · I as can be seen in Figure 7 where the straight line is the 

THEORETICAL 

I~'~ __ ~~~~~~~~ ____ ~ __ ~~~~~-u 
10-' • • 10-2 

UNIT DEFORMATION ( ~:) 

Fig. 7. Comparison of theoretical unit deformation equation F(Ll z/zo) = In [ nor [ - ~ z/I zo)a] 
no- .u .l .lo 

no = o· 5'12, with power fUllction approximation F (Ll z/zo) = o· [ 79 (Llz/ zo) "'; 

= ~ t , for a = 1·80 and 
"l 
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power function o· 179(,1 <:/<:0) ' ·25 . R eplacing F (,1 <:/<:o) by this approximation one has 

t = o· 179 !L (,1 <:)' .2
5 

(17) 
VG <:0 

which requires 
7) 

o· 179- = b. VG 

Values of b from Landauer's curves and the calculated values of 7) /v are shown in Table II. 

TAB LE 11. VALUES OF "I/V PREDICTED FROM LANDAUER'S CREEP C URVES 

a b "I(V 
dyne/cm.' sec. pOIse 

8·0 X 104 2·73 X [ Oi [ ·25 X lOll 

4· 3 1 X [ 0 4 7· 0 5 X 107 1 · 73 X lOl l 

2 . 4 1 X [ 0. 11·5 X 107 1 .58 X lOl l 

Equation 16 was also compared with the data from Ramseier and Pavlak ( 1964, fig. I, 

p. 326) by using the linearized form of the equation, 

r = aX+ d, (18) 
where 

I ( ,1 <: ) r = -ln 1 - -- , 
t no<:o 

X=-ln 1- - , I ( ,1 <:) 
t <:0 
-VG 

d=-. 
7) 

A regression of r on X produced the results shown in Table Ill. 

TABLE Ill. SUMMATION OF R EGRESSION A NAL YSIS ON CREEP D ATA OF R AMSEIER AND P AVLAK ACCORDING TO 

EQUATION ( 18) 

T a 
Location o C. dyne/cm.' X 10-; 

South Pole -48 . 0 0 · 847 

"Camp Century" - 22 · 5 1 . 78 
"Byrd" station - 25. 0 2· 10 

d 
I /a = nl sec. - I X 10 1 I 

0·49 - 4 2 3 

0 . 5 0 -1·19 

0.50 - I ·05 

Correlation 
coifficient 

1·0000 

0·9999 

1 ·0000 

"I/V 
poise X 10- 16 

200 

1 · 5 

2·0 

Although widely separated areas are represented the values of nl are considerably lower 
than previously predicted. 

DENSIFICATION OF NATURAL SNOW COVER 

Finally, application of the result of this theory to densification of a natural snow cover 
should indicate whether the imposed conditions used in the development of the theory are 
applicable to in situ consolidation. 
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Assuming that the snow is accumulating at a consta nt rate A, then a snow layer which 
fell at time t = 0 will be subject to a vertical stress a = At at time t, and for the given snow 
layer equation (8) becomes 

Integrating gives 

( I -an) dn - vAt 
n( 1 - n) dt = -"1-

t = -In -- -{2"1 [(I -no)a-I no]} ~ 
Av 1 - n n 

where no is now the surface snow porosity. 
Denoting the depth as h, the density of the snow as y and the density of ice as Yi then from 

Sorge's Law (Bader, 1954) 

or in terms of n 
A dn dn 

Yi(1 - n)' dh = (I -n) d( 

Substituting from equations (19) and (20) in (21 ) and integrating 
depth h produces the depth- porosity curve for a constant temperature, 

, " ( I - an)dn 

h = ~il (~v"1) 'f n(1 -nl' { In [C =:or-I :0] r 
from the surface to 

A depth- porosity curve from Kqjima (1964, p. 186, fig. 14, BH58) was selected a s 
representative for snow with a low surface porosity for comparison with equation (22) . 
Estimating no = 0. 525 and choosing a = 1· 80, the integral in equation (22) was evaluated 
numerically by changing the lower limit to 0.5249 to avoid the point n = no where the 
integrand becomes infinite. Then a choice of 

~J"1A = 430 
Yi 2v 

produced the depth- porosity curve shown in Figure 8. The curve expresses the data quite 
well down to a depth of about 450 cm., where the porosity is just within the range indicated 

Or-~r--r------r------T------' 

200 

Fig. 8. D epth- porosity curve predicted in this paper compared with data and depth- porosity curve of Kojima (I964) 
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by Benson (1962), for close packing. A value of YJ lv = 4'25 X 10'3 poise was calculated from 
Kojima's estimated accumulation rate. 

DISCUSSION OF PARAMETERS 

Two parameters, a and v, were introduced in the development of the consolidation theory. 
The reciprocal of the first parameter, I la, was assumed to be equivalent to the limiting 
porosity, nr, as defined by Ballard and McGaw. Comparison of the theory with consolidation 
data from several different sources has predicted values of I la that agree very closely with the 
values of nl, predicted by Ballard and McGaw from strength data. 

The parameter, v, defined by 
I k 

v = K . ~ Ai sin 8i cos 8i (23) 
, = I 

is not directly related to any quantity that has been previously defined in snow mechanics . 
It was introduced to relate the combined individual infinitesimal displacements in the struc
ture of the snow mass to the total change in pore volume. Its value cannot be predicted 
precisely from consolidation data, but rather the quotient YJ lv. A knowledge of the value of 
YJ for a particular temperature allows an estimation of v. J ellinek and Brill found that YJ for 
polycrystalline ice could be represented by 

16· I 
YJ = 7' 5 exp -- poise RT 

where R is the ideal gas constant in kcal. lmole OK. and T is the absolute temperature. Using 
equation (24) and the values of YJ lv predicted in this paper, the values of v shown in Table IV 
were calculated. It is seen that the order of magnitude of v ranges from 10- 2 to 102

• This 
inconsistency in the values of v as predicted from the data of different investigators may 
indicate that the value of v is greatly affected by the diagenetic history of the snow and the 
specific conditions of the experiment. The magnitude ofv (equation (23)) is equal to the mean 
value of the term Ai sin 8i cos 8i . From equation (2) the magnitude of Ai should be of the 
order of I ; and if 8i can assume all possible values between 0 and 7T/2, then the average value 
of sin 8i cos 8i is 1/7T. Therefore the magnitude ofv should be of the order of I. From Table 
IV it is seen that only the data of Mellor and Hendrickson predict a value of v of this magni
tude. It may be noted, however, that their experiment was the only one which actually 

..,,!v 
pOIse 

8- 19 X 10" 
6-5 I X IO " 
I -56 x 10" 
1. 19 X lo" 
9'31 X 10" 
5- I X lOll 

1-81 X 10'3 
7' 79 X 10" 

4- 25 X IO ' 3 

1- 25 X IO 'l 

I -73 X 10' 3 
1-58 X 10' 3 

1-23 X 10' ; 

2 X 10,6 
I' 5 X 10,6 
2 X 10,8 

TABLE IV. ESTIMATED VALUES OF THE PARAMETER v 

T '1 
o c_ pOise 

3 7'2 X 10' 3 
3 7'2 X 10' 3 
7 1'1 X 10'4 

7 1'1 X 10'4 

7 !. I X 10'4 

- 10 I ·6 x 10'4 
- 10 1·6 x lO'4 
- 10 I ·6 x 10'4 

-26 1' 25 X IO ' ; 

- 10 1·6 X 10'4 
-10 
- 10 

- 23 8'5 X IO '4 

- 23 8 ' 5 X 10'4 
- 25 I ' 2 X 10 1 ; 

-48 3-5 X IO ,6 

88 
III 
71 
93 

118 
314 

8-85 
20'5 

29-4 

12 ·8 
9-3 

10- 1 

0·69 

0'0424 
0'08 
0-0175 

Riferences 

Ballard and Feldt 
U.S. Army C .R .R .E.L. R esearch 

Report in preparation 

Kojima 
(1964) 

Landauer 
(1955[b] ) 

M ellor and H endrickson 
(1965) 

Ramseier and Pavlak 
(1964) 
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satisfi ed the conditions of the theory in that the samples were full y age-hardened snow a nd 
were confined during the tests. 

NIS. received 28 May [965 
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